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ABSTRACT
In this study, we evaluate the performance of SQL and NoSQL database management systems namely;
Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB, PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB. We use a cluster of four nodes to run the
database systems, with external load generators.The evaluation is conducted using data from Telenor
Sverige, a telecommunication company that operates in Sweden. The experiments are conducted using
three datasets of different sizes.The write throughput and latency as well as the read throughput and
latency are evaluated for four queries; namely distance query, k-nearest neighbour query, range query, and
region query. For write operations Cassandra has the highest throughput when multiple nodes are used,
whereas PostgreSQL has the lowest latency and the highest throughput for a single node. For read
operations MongoDB has the lowest latency for all queries. However, Cassandra has the highest
throughput for reads. The throughput decreasesas the dataset size increases for both write and read, for
both sequential as well as random order access. However, this decrease is more significant for random
read and write. In this study, we present the experience we had with these different database management
systems including setup and configuration complexity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Immense volumes of data are generated continuously at a very high speed in different domains.
Being unstructured and semi structured make these data heterogeneous and complex.However,
efficient processing and analysis remain high priorities. The challenges include what technology
in terms of software and hardware to use in order to handle these data efficiently. Processing and
analysis is needed in different domain such as transportation optimization and different business
analytics for telecommunication companies that seek common patterns from their mobile users in
order to support business decisions.
The variety of SQL and NoSQL database management systems makes it difficult to pick the most
appropriate system for a specific use case. In this paper, five data base systems are evaluated with
respect to write and read throughput and latency.Throughput is interesting since telecom data is
generated at high pace, and latency is also interesting since the speed of telecom data processing
is critical.
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Since big data processing requires high performance computing, we use a cluster computing
environment in order to take advantage of parallel computing. We consider a case of trajectory
data of mobile users.
Trajectory data represents information that describes the location of the user in time and space. A
typical application of such data is that a telecommunication company wants to optimize the use of
cell antennas and identify different points of interests in order to expand its business. In order to
successfully process trajectory data, a proper choice of database system that efficiently respond to
different queries is required.
We use trajectory data that are collected from Telenor Sverige (a telecommunication company
that operates in Sweden). Mobile users' positionsaretracked every five minutes for an entire week
(Monday to Sunday) in a medium sized city. We are interested to know how mobile users move
around the city during different hours and days of the week. This will give insights about typical
behaviour in certain area at certain time. We expect periodic movement in some areas, e.g., at the
location of stores and restaurants during lunch time.
Our data are spatio-temporal where at a given time t a mobile user is located at a position (x,y).
The location of a mobile user is a triple (x,y,t) such that user’s position is represented as a spatialtemporal point pi with pi=(xi,yi,ti ).
By optimizing points of interests, different types of queries are proposed. They differ in terms of
input and output:
•
•
•
•

Distance query: which finds points of interests that are located in equal or less than a
distance (or a radius), e.g., one kilometer from a certain position of a mobile user.
K-Nearest neighbour query: that finds k nearest points of interests from a certain position
of a mobile user.
Range query: that finds points of interests within a space range (the range can be a
triangle, polygon, …).
Region query : that finds the region that a mobile user frequently passes through at
certain time throughout the week.

The performance is evaluated on five open source database management systems that are capable
to handle big data; Cassandra,CouchDB,MongoDB, PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB. We consider
random access requests as well as sequential requests. The hardware is a cluster with four nodes
that run the database, with four external load generators for random workloads, and one load
generator for sequential workloads. By using this kind of data,an operator knows the locations
that are the most, or the least visited during a certain time.Therefore, in order to avoid
overloading and underloading at such locations, antenna planning can be updated accordingly.
For business expansion, a busy location during lunch time is for instance good for putting up a
restaurant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 defines trajectory data concept, Section 3
summarizes related work, Section 4 gives an overview of database management systems, Section
5 describes the methodology, Section 6 presents the results. Section 7 presents some discussions
and analysis, and finally Section 8 draws conclusions.
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2. TRAJECTORY DATA[1]
2.1. DEFINITION OF A TRAJECTORY
A trajectory is a function from a temporal domain to a range of spatial values, i.e., it has a start
and end time during which a space has been travelled (see Equation 1) [2].
→
A complete trajectory is characterized by a list of triples
as a sequence of positions Ʈ .
Ʈ

=

Where

,

(1)
= ( , , ), thus a trajectory is defined

,…,

=( ,

(2)
, ) represents a spatio-temporal point, Figure 1 shows a trajectory.

Figure 1.Mobile user’s trajectory as a sequence of triples

In this study, the trajectory data space is represented by latitude and longitude; represents
latitude and represents longitude, and time is represented by .

2.2. DATA DESCRIPTION
Table 1.Mobile user data description
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A location update is generated when a handset is generating traffic either by downloading or
uploading data. The data used in this paper are collected every five minutes for an entire week in
a medium sized city, i.e., the data is at rest. This data is anonymized in order to comply with the
company agreement about undisclosuring users’ information.
We have three datasets with different sizes.
1. Dataset0 has 6,483,398 records and 18 attributes,
2. Dataset1 has 12,966,795 records and 18 attributes,
3. Dataset2 has 25,933,590 records and 18 attributes.
Dataset2 has the biggest size, it is four times Dataset0 or two times Dataset1, the dataset size was
scaled until the available resources for the experiment, the cluster memory was maximized by the
size, thus we stopped at dataset2.
Table 1 shows the 18 attributes in each data record used by Telenor.

2.3. DEFINITION OF TRAJECTORY QUERIES
Trajectories queries on spatio-temporal data are the foundation of many applications such as
traffic analysis, mobile user’s behaviour, and many others [3] [4]. In the context of location
optimization, common trajectory queries that we consider in this study are:Distance query, knearest neighbour query, Range query, and Region query. We will describe these queries in the
subsections below.
Figure 2 visualizes the four query types; is the location of cell i, each
is represented by
( , ) where is latitude and
is longitude. A distance query returns a list of cells that are
located at a certain distance from a location, e.g., within distance L from the position of . The
query returns the list [ , , ! , " ].
We can find the two cells that are closest to cell
# = 2.

, by using a k-nearest neighbour query with

Given a triangular space, a range query returns the cells that belong to that space.
A region query returns the cell that is the most frequently visited at a certain time. e.g., cell
time ti (see Figure 2).

% at

Figure 2. Visualization for Query Types
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2.3.1. DISTANCE QUERY
Definition: A distance query returns all the cells in the circle whose distance from a given
position is less than a threshold [3], [4]. Figure 3 shows inputs and output of a distance query.

Figure 3. Distance Query

2.3.2. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOUR QUERY
Definition: A k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) Query returns from zero up to k cells which are the
closest to a given position ( , )[5] [6]; the k results are ordered by proximity. k-NN is bounded
by a distance, and if k cells within the given distance from the given position is not indicated, the
query behaves like a distance query.
Figure 4 shows the inputs and output of a k-NN query.

Figure 4.k-NNquery

2.3.3. RANGE QUERY
Definition: Range query returns all the cells that are located within a certain space shape
(polygon)[3]. In this paper we only consider triangles.Figure 5 shows inputs and output of range
query to find cells that are in the triangle. In this paper, the range query retrieve cells that are
located inside a triangle. The triangle space is defined by nodes latitude and longitude points.

Figure 5. Range query

2.3.4. REGION QUERY
Generally, trajectories of mobile users are independent of each other. However, they contain
common behaviour traits such as passing through a region at a certain periods, e.g., passing
through the shopping center during lunch time.
Definition: A region query identifies the cell that is the most visited at a given point in time[3].
Figure 6 shows inputs and output of a region query to find the cell that is the most visited at time
Ti. In this paper, the region query takes time as input, then at a certain fixed time users are
moving around the city, region query picks up the region that most users are located.
5
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Figure 6. Region query

3. RELATED WORK
In [7], the authors proposed an approach and implementation of spatio-temporal database
management systems. This approach treats time-changing geometries, whether they change in
discrete or continuous steps. The same approach can be used to tackle spatio-temporal data in
other database management systems. We evaluate trajectory queries on existing general purpose
database management systems(Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB,PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB).
In [8], the author describes requirements for database management systems that support locationbasedservice for spatio-temporal data. A list of ten representative queries for stationary and
moving reference objects is proposed. Some of those queries are related to the queries considered
in Section 2.
In [9], Dieter studied trajectory moving point objects, he explained three scenarios, namely
constrained movement, unconstraint movement and movement in networks. Different techniques
to index and to query in these scenarios define their respective processing performance. The
author modelled atrajectory as triple ( , , ), we use the same model in this study.
In [10], the authors introduced querying moving objects (trajectory) in SECONDO, a DBMS
prototyping environment particularly geared for extension by algebra modules. The querying is
done using an SQL-like language. In our study, we are querying moving object using SQL and
Not Only SQL (NoSQL) querying languages on top of different database management systems.
The authors provide a benchmark on range queries and nearest neighbour queries in SECONDO
DBMS for moving data object in Berlin. The moving object data were generated using computer
simulation based on the map of Berlin [11]. This benchmark could be extended to other queries
such as region queries, distance queries, and so on. In our study, we apply these queries on real
world trajectory data, i.e., mobile users’ trajectory from Telenor Sverige.
In [5], the authors introduced a new type of query, Reverse Nearest Neighbour (RNN) which is
the opposite to Nearest Neighbour (NN). RNN can be useful in applications where moving
objects agree to provide some kind of service to each other, whenever a service is needed it is
requested from the nearest neighbour. An object knows objects that it will serve in the future
using RNN. RNN and NN are represented by distance query in our study.
In [12], the authors studied an aggregate query language forGIS and no-spatial data stored in a
data warehouse. In [13], the authors studied k-nearest neighbour search algorithm for historical
moving object trajectories, thisk-nearest neighbour is one of the queries that is considered in our
study.
In [14], the authors presented techniques for indexing and querying moving object trajectories.
These data are represented in three dimensions, where two dimensions correspond to space and
one dimension corresponds to time. We also represent our data in 3D as( , , ), with ,
represent space whereas represents time.
6
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Query processing on multiprocessors was studied in [15], the authors implemented an emulator;
this is a software that uses computing cluster with NVIDIA GPUs or Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors
for relational query processing of a parallel DBMS on a cluster of multiprocessors. This study is
different from ours in a sense that we evaluate query processing on real physical hardware with
existing general purpose database management systems. Query processing using FPGA and GPU
on spatial-temporal data was studied in [16]. The authors presented a FPGA and GPU
implementation that process complex queries in parallel, the study did not investigate the
performance on various existing database systems, adistributed environment was also not
considered. In our study we investigate query processing on various database management
systems on a cluster. In [17], the authors conducted a survey on mining massive-scale spatiotemporal trajectory data based on parallel computing platforms such as GPU, Map Reduce and
FPGA, again existing general purpose database systems were not evaluated. The authors
presented a hardware implementation for converting geohash codes to and from longitude/latitude
pairs for spatio-temporal data [18], the study shows that longitude and latitude coordinates are the
key points for modelling spatio-temporal data.
In our paper, we also use these coordinates for location based querying.The benchmark for
NoSQL databases, namely Apache Cassandra, Couchbase, HBase, and MongoDB is presented in
[19]. This benchmark was performed on Amazon Web Service (AWS) EC2 instances. They used
Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) data. In terms of throughput and horizontal
scalability, Cassandra is the best, Hbase is the second, CouchBase is the third and MongoDB is
the fourth. In this paper we have not considered CouchBase and HBase, since they are in memory
databases, i.e., they used direct memory which is good for processing small data in real-time.
Therefore this would be smaller for our workload. We used Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB,
PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB on real-world workload instead simulated workload.

4. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
The presence of unstructured data stimulated the invention of new databases, since Relational
Database Management Systems (RDBMS) that uses Structured Query Language (SQL) cannot
handle unstructured data efficiently. A new data model, Not Only SQL (NoSQL) was introduced
to deal also with unstructured data [20]. The main features of NoSQL follow the CAP theorem
(Consistency, Availability, and Partition tolerance). The core idea of CAP is that a distributed
system cannot meet these three needs simultaneously (see Figure 7). Depending on the data
models, NoSQL can be relational, key value based, column based, and document based. In this
study we choose five open source databases that have diverse features of SQL (PostgreSQL) and
NoSQL (Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB and RethinkDB).
A key value data model means that a value corresponds to a key, in column based systems data
arestored by column, each column is an index of the database, queries are applied to columns,
whereby each column is treated one by one. A document-based database stores in the JSON or
XML format, each document, is indexed and it has a key.
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Figure 7. Principles of Distributed Database systems.

4.1. CASSANDRA
Apache Cassandra is an open-source NoSQL column based database. It is written in Java, it is a
top level Apache project born at Facebook and built on Amazon’s Dynamo and Google’s
BigTable. It is a distributed database for managing large amounts of structured data across many
commodity servers, while providing highly available service with no single point of failure. In
CAP, Cassandra has availability and partition tolerance (AP) with eventual (delayed)
consistency. Cassandra offers continuous availability, linearly scaling performance, operational
simplicity and easy data distribution across multiple data centers and cloud availability zones.
Cassandra has a masterless ring architecture[21].The keyspace is similar to database in RDBMS,
inside keyspace there are tables which are similar to tables in RDBMS, column and rows are
similar to those of RDBMS’ tables. The querying language is Cassandra Query Language (CQL)
that is very similar to SQL [22]. Cassandra does not natively support spatial indexing but this can
be extended via Stratio’s Cassandra Lucene index. Stratio’s Cassandra Lucene Index is an
additional module for Apache Cassandra, it extends its index functionality to provide near real
time search for text search, field based sorting, and spatial index.[23].

4.2. COUCHDB
CouchDB is written in Erlang and it stores data as JSON documents. Access documents and
query indexes with a web browser, via HTTP. CouchDB indexes, combines, and transforms
documents with JavaScript. Itis highly available and partition tolerant, but also eventually
consistent,CouchDB supports masterless setup[23].The system does not natively support spatial
queries, we add a module GeoCouch for spatial indexon CouchDB[25].

4.3. MONGODB
MongoDB is an open-source NoSQL document database, itis written in C++. MongoDB has a
database, inside the database there are collections, like tables in RDBMS. Inside a collection there
are documents, these are like a tuple/row in RDBMS, and inside a document there are fields
which are like columns in RDBMS [25][26]. MongoDB is consistent and partition tolerant.
MongoDB has natively a built in function for spatial queries and it has a sharding (separating
very large database into smaller, faster and easily manageable parts called shards across cluster’s
nodes) feature to support horizontal scalability of the database in master/slave fashion[27].
8
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4.4. POSTGRESQL
PostgreSQL is an open source object RDBMS written in C that has two features according to the
CAP theorem; those are availability, i.e., each user can always read and write, and consistency,
i.e., all users have the same view of data. PostgreSQL organises data in columns and rows [28, p.
3]. PostgreSQL does not natively support horizontal scalability as well as spatial queries,
PostgreSQL is extended by CITUS and PostGIS to support scalability in master/slave fashion and
spatial queries indexing respectively[29][30].

4.5. RETHINKDB
RethinkDB is an open source NoSQL database system. RethinkDB is written in C ++, it is
horizontally scalable in a master/slave setup, it is mostly designed to facilitate real-time updates
for query results to applications[31]. RethinkDB natively support spatial queries using
GeoJson.The system uses the ReQL query language that is available for Python, Ruby, and Java.

5. METHODOLOGY
This section presents details about the experimental setup, hardware and software; the
measurement procedure is also explained. All the data are represented in the comma separated
values (CSV) format.

5.1 EXPERIMENT SETUP
A cluster is made up of 4 nodes, each node is Dell powerEdge R320 with operating system:
Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS x86_64. Each node has 23 GB RAM, disk size of 279.4GB, and a processor
(Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2420 v2) with12 cores, each core is hyperthreaded into 2 cores, which
gives 24 virtual cores.These servers run Java development kit jdk 1.8.0.72.These servers are only
running our database management systems, nothing else.Another machine (called load generator)
with the same features outside of this database cluster generates the load for sequential writing
and reading towards the cluster. This setup is described in Figure 8. We use four load generators
for random writing and reading, each of these generators has also the same features mentioned
earlier. Figure 9 shows the setup for random load.
Cassandra 3.0.3 is installed at each of the nodes in the cluster in a ring topology with each node
has the same role as the other, i.e. master/master fashion. Stratio Lucene is installed and
connected to Cassandra at each of the nodes. The replication factor equals the number of nodes,
i.e., every node has the same copy of data[32]. The consistency level is Quorum, i.e., return most
recent data from a majority of replicas[34].
CouchDB is also installed on each of the cluster nodes in master/master fashion, after that
Geocouch is installed and connected to CouchDB[23][24].
MongoDB is installed on the cluster in master/slave fashion, where the master mongos (mongo
master server) is installed on one of the nodes, and the three config servers which act like slave
servers are installed on the remaining three nodes[35][34].
PostgreSQL is also installed with PostGIS on each of the cluster nodes. After that, CITUS is
connected to PostgreSQL in order to support the distribution, and as a result PostgreSQL
becomes a distributed database system in master/slave fashion where one of the nodes acts as the
master and the others as the slaves [30][35].
9
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RethinkDB is also installed at each of the cluster nodes in a master/slave fashion; one node is a
master [31].
Table 2 shows the details of different features of the database management systems that we are
evaluating. In Table 2, BASE is Basically Available, Soft state, Eventual consistency, and ACID
is Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability.

Figure 8. Experiment setup for sequential workload

Figure 9. Experiment setup for random workload
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Table 2. Database systems features

5.2 WRITE PROCEDURE
Two ways of writing are considered; sequential and random order. During sequential writing, the
workload is generated by one load generator machine towards the clusterand the given entire
dataset is written in sequential order.
For random writing, there are four load generators, each generator contains the same dataset.
Each generator makes a write request that writes a quarter of the entire dataset size records in a
random order into the database cluster.
For Cassandra, data into CSV format is imported into the Cassandra database cluster. The node
that receives the request will get a list of N nodes responsible for replicas of the keys in the write
request from ReplicationStrategy. It then sends a RowMutation message to each of the N nodes.
Then each node append the write to the commit log and update the in-memory Memtable data
structure with the write. All the writes either random or sequential, are written using SSTable
loader.
11
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For CouchDB, the CSV data format is imported from the load generator into CouchDB using a
couch import script that is written in Node.js. After writing, each row in the source file becomes a
document. In CouchDB, every node in the cluster participates in the importing and writing.
Writing are done using http_bulk.
For MongoDB, CSV data format is imported using mongo import script towards mongos
(master). Each row becomes a document, thereafter mongos shards the data across the cluster.
For PostgreSQL, CSV data format is imported and written on the master, which shards it across
the cluster nodes.
For RethinkDB, CSV data format is imported and written to the database through the master node
which shards it across the cluster.
When the writing is completed, the message that indicates how many records are written during
how long time, will appear on the load generator machine (s).
Each record (row) in all datasets have the same size, i.e., each row is 7.94 KB in CSV format.

5.3 READING PROCEDURE
Reading is also conducted in two ways; sequential and random. In the sequential procedure, the
read request is generated from one load generator, each of the queries, distance, k-nearest
neighbour, range, and region is sent 10 times to each of the database systems(Cassandra,
CouchDB, MongoDB, PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB).
For random read, read request, i.e., queries, are generated from 4 load generators, and the
responses are gathered at the load generators.

5.4 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
In this study, we measure the write and read latency,as well as the throughput. The latency
measured in these experiments shows how long each individual write or read request takes to be
processed. It does not include network latency between the load generator and the database
cluster. Instead, it is measured from the database perspective, i.e., the time that is required to
process a single request.
The write latency is the number of milliseconds required to fulfill a single write request. The time
period starts when one of the cluster nodes receives write request from the load generator, and
ends when the nodes complete a write request.
The read latency is the number of milliseconds required to fulfill a read request. The time period
starts when one of the cluster nodes receives read request from the load generator, and ends when
the node completes a read request.All the results are the average of ten runs. Measurements are
conducted on three datasets of different size, namely dataset0, dataset1, and dataset2 as defined in
Section 2. Read latency is measured with respect to the four different queries as defined also in
Section 2.
For the write latency, the workload is 100% write only, and for read latency, the workload is
100% read.
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We measure the throughput as operations per second, Throughput = number of completed
operations / time to complete those operations. The latency is measured on the database cluster
servers, whereas the throughput is measured on load generators.

6. RESULTS
All datasets are populated into Cassandra and PostgreSQL, and CouchDB without any
transformation. Whereas, in MongoDB and RethinkDB, coordinates attributes (latitude and
longitude) were combined into an array location attribute in order to be able to use spatial
function in MongoDB and RethinkDB. Results for dataset0 and dataset1 are presented as tables in
the appendix. Whereas results from dataset2 are plotted in this section.
Results in figures 10 and 11show the write throughput and latency for dataset2 for both sequence
and random. Figures 12-19 show the read throughput and the latency for distance, k-NN, range,
and region queries in dataset2. The throughput is measured as operations per second whereas the
latency is presented in milliseconds.
During the write workload, MongoDB, PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB use one master node only
therefore, their latency and throughput are consistent throughout all nodes. However, Cassandra
and CouchDB scale their throughput as the number of nodes increases. CouchDB has a slightly
inconsistent latency as the number of nodes increases, i.e., the latency goes up and down a little
as the number of nodes increases.
The dataset size impacts the throughput negatively, especially for random write since the search
grows as the dataset size increases. Therefore, the throughput decreases and the latency increases
(see Appendix and figures 10(b)and 11(b)).
During read, Cassandra has in most cases the highest throughput, PostgreSQL has the second
highest throughput, and MongoDB has the third whereas CouchDB has the lowest. The read
throughput scales up as the number of nodes increases for all the database systems, see figures
12,14,16, and 18. Generally, MongoDB has the lowest read latency for higher number of nodes,
see figures 13,15,17, and 19.
For one node, the read latency for Cassandra, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL are similar, and they
are significantly lower than CouchDB and RethinkDB.
Generally, Cassandra has the highest read throughput. MongoDB and PostgreSQL have almost
similar read throughput following Cassandra.RethinkDB has the fourth highest throughput,
whereas CouchDB has the lowest throughput. This is shown in figures 12,14,16,and 18 for
different queries. Database systems installed into master/slave fashion exhibit immediate writing
consistency, e.g., MongoDB, PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB. Whereas those installed into
master/master fashion present eventual consistency, e.g., Cassanda and CouchDB.
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Figure 10. (a) Sequential write throughput for dataset2, (b) Random write throughput for dataset2

Figure 11. (a) Sequential write latency for dataset2, (b) Random write latency for dataset2

Figure 12. (a) Sequential read throughput for distance query in dataset2, (b)Random read throughput for
distance query in dataset2
14
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Figure 13. (a) Sequential read latency for distance query in dataset2, (b)Random read latency for distance
query in dataset2

Figure 14. (a) Sequential read throughput for k-NN query in dataset2, (b)Random read throughput for kNN query in dataset2

Figure 15. (a) Sequential read latency for k-NN query in dataset2, (b) Random read latency for k-NN
query in dataset2
15
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Figure 16.(a) Sequential read throughput for Range query in dataset2, (b)Random read throughput for
Range query in dataset2

Figure 17. (a) Sequential read latency for range query in dataset2, (b) Random read latency for range
query in dataset2
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Figure 18. (a) Sequential read throughput for region query in dataset2, (a)Random read throughput for
region query in dataset2

Figure 19. (a) Sequential read latency for region query in dataset2, (b)Random read latency for region
query in dataset2

7. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
In terms of scalability, Cassandra outperforms the other database systems throughout our
experiments. Cassandra shows lower write latency for one node and it slightly increases for two
nodes, then it stays stable for more nodes. Cassandra does not presents the best write and read
latency, but it has the highest throughput, this shows that Cassandra has more parallelism.
PostgreSQL presents the lowest write latency, followed by MongoDB, which is followed by
Cassandra, CouchDB, and RethinkDB which has the highest write latency. In general, Cassandra
has the highest write throughput as the number of nodes increases whereas RethinkDB has the
lowest throughput.
17
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CouchDB is scalable, however, the slowest in reading and its reading throughput is similarly
affected. We observe that Cassandra and CouchDB present similar speed up, However, Cassandra
has higher throughput than CouchDB.The reason is that CouchDB serves mainly as backend to
serve the web whereby retrieving a lot of records at the same time may become very
slow.Usually, there will be cashing functions and closest region hosting that will support
CouchDB when it is backing the web. The writing and reading throughput of CouchDB is not as
high as expected; this is caused by fetching data over HTTP protocol which is essentially a high
latency protocol. Therefore, CouchDB scalability does not exploit the parallelism by achieving
higher throughput as expected.MongoDB, PostgreSQL, and RethinkDB are installed in master
slave fashion, thus they are not scalable for write since only the master node writes.
PostgreSQL presents the best write latency and the highest throughput. From one node until three
nodes PostgreSQL outperforms other database systems. This is due to delayed commit that
happens at the end of whole dataset write workload, thus speeding up the writing. Introducing an
explicit commit after each record (row) insert could slow down PostgreSQL significantly.
Delayed commit is usually the default in PostgreSQL, it may cause data loss in case of database
crash, and therefore it should not be used for very sensitive data like bank transactions.
MongoDB has in most cases the lowest read latency because it has a spatial function that quickly
process spatial queries. MongoDB is fast for reads because it shards data across nodes, when a
query is launched, only the concerned nodes will respond to the query. This avoid going over the
whole dataset. The same principle is also applied in PostgreSQL with the help of CITUS, the
extension that horizontally scales PostgreSQL across commodity servers using sharding.
Since RethinkDB is designed for real-time applications such as game live score and online
multiplayer games, during which writing must be acknowledged by the server and subsequently
are available to the client. Such data are in most cases relatively small in order to be processed at
low latency, due to big size datasets that are used in our experiments, RethinkDB suffers from
high latency and low throughput. However, the performance is better for read than write.
As expected, sequential processing has higher throughput and a little shorter latency than random
processing. Increase of the dataset size causes the throughput to decrease significantly, this is a
result of the overhead that becomes higher as the dataset’s size increases. The latency is also
affected by the increase of the datasetin such a way that the latency becomes a bit higher.
However, this increase is not significant. This is intuitively true since the throughput is measured
from the load generator, and latency is measured from the database servers.
The decrease of throughput with the increase of the dataset’s size is even more noticeable for
random writing and reading. Random writing and reading has lower throughput comparing to
sequential writing and reading for dataset0, dataset1, and dataset2 respectively. This is caused by
the overhead due to the random search order across the entire dataset, thus the search becomes
exhaustive for both writing and reading. We saw a throughput decrease of almost 10% from
sequential to random processing.
In order to get better results, we have used new hardware and we have used workload of different
sizes. We considered also random and sequential processing for both write and read. Compared to
the benchmarking of Cassandra, Couchbase, HBase, and MongoDB [19], we have similar trends
where Cassandra outperforms MongoDB. Moreover, we include the comparison for five database
systems, Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB, PostgreSQL and RethinkDB. Our results can serve as
benchmark for other studies.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we evaluate the write and read throughput as well as the latency of five SQL and
NoSQL database management systems namely; Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB, PostgreSQL,
and RethinkDB. The evaluation is conducted on a cluster using telecommunication data collected
from Telenor Sverige. We did measurements on three datasets of different sizes; dataset0,
dataset1, and dataset2.We measured the write throughput and latency of each of the datasets, and
the readthroughput and latency for four queries, namely distance, k-nearest neighbour, range, and
region queries. Both writing and reading are experimented in sequential, and in random on a
database cluster system of four nodes.
For read queries, all database management systems are scalable as the number of nodes
increases.However, only Cassandra and CouchDB show scalability for data writing. It is observed
that as the dataset’s size increases the throughput decreases and the latency increases.
The write throughput results show that on a single server, PostgreSQL performs better than others
whereas Cassandra exhibits the highest throughout for higher number of nodes. PostgreSQL also
presents the lowest latency for all writes. The reading results for all four queries show that
Cassandra has the highest throughput even though it does have the lowest latency. This is a result
of more parallelism in Cassandra. CouchDB has the lowest read throughput and highest latency
though it is scalable, i.e., as the number of nodes increase the throughput increases as well.
In our experiments, we observed that in some cases PostgreSQL when featured by CITRUS,
shows lower reading latency and horizontal scalability features than MongoDB, CouchDB, and
RethinkDB. If the data to be processed requires the flexibility of traditional relational database
(SQL), PostgreSQL would be preferred, if scalability matters, one would choose Cassandra.
MongoDB, CouchDB, and RethinkDB would favour data that are transferred over the web, since
they are document oriented that are easy to interpret for the web.
During our experiments, we experienced installation challenges of different database
management systems. In terms of installation, Cassandra was straight forward except that spatial
query extension that was challenging to be incorporated into the system. CouchDB was the most
challenging, it took more time than the other database systems, especially installing it in a
distributed fashion on many nodes. MongoDB was also straight forward with sharding that was a
bit challenging. PostgreSQL was straight forward.However incorporating the distributing
platform CITUS was challenging. RethinkDB was the easiest to install. By ranking these database
systems according to easiness of installation, RethinkDB is the first, MongoDB is the second,
Cassandra is the third, PostgreSQL is the fourth, and CouchDB is the fifth.
As far as mobile users’ data analytics is concerned, since the processing and analysis is not done
on the fly as the data come in, immediate consistency is not a big issue. Hence Cassandra would
suits to process it, because it has high throughput and a relatively low latency with eventual
consistency and availability across the cluster.
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APPENDIX
I.

Writing Throughput (Operations Per Second) And Latency In Milliseconds

1. DATASET0
A. SEQUENTIAL WRITING

Table 3. Throughput(Th) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

Table 4. Latency (Lat.) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

B. RANDOM WRITING
Table 5. Throughput (Th) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

Table 6. Latency (Lat.) and its standard deviation (Stdv)
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1. DATASET1
A. SEQUENTIAL WRITING
Table 7 Throughput (Th) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

Table 8. Latency (Lat.) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

B. RANDOM WRITING
Table 9. Throughput (Th) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

Table 10. Latency (Lat.) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

II. Reading Throughput (Operations Per Second) And Latency In Milliseconds
1. DATASET0
A. DISTANCE QUERY
A. SEQUENTIAL READING
Table 11. Throughput (Th) and its standard deviation (Stdv)
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Table 12. Latency (Lat.) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

B. RANDOM READING
Table 13. Throughput (Th) and its standard deviation (Stdv)

Table 14. Latency (Lat.) and its standard deviation (Stdv)
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